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he posits the " fellowship of God and Man," the dualism is not
entirely wiped away.
It is only the Indian Advaita which has taken the lofty position
and boldly asserted that,/rom the standpoint of the Absolute, the highest
necessary truth, is Unity, and Unity alone, without any differen-
tiated element of plurality in it.
I say from the standpoint of the Absolute, for, as stated before, and it
can never be too often repeated, that from the empirical point of view
of the universe, the truth is, undoubtedly. Unity in difference, the unity
of Being and Not-Being, tlie synthesis of Subject and Object, the chit-
jadgrcmthi of the Veddnta. But, on the highest plane of thought, this
very synthesis is discovered to be a synthesis of the self with. itself, and
is a unity in identity, with. the differentiation of subject and object
wholly disappearing. The multiplicity of outward phenomena may
remain, but it would be for empirical consciousness only.1
When all has been realised as thought, where is the room for any
element of plurality to remain ? In the case of one who has reached
this highest stage, the sum total of his past experience, which has trans-
formed his entire personality and character, has no distinctive meaning
whatsoever. To use a Hegelian expression, it has enriched the mind, it
is true, but in the very process of so enriching it, it has disappeared,.
And what, again, would, be the distinguishing characteristic of
this plurality, if it is supposed to exist in relation after complete self-
realisation ? As a distinctive element it must be either in its infini-
tude or as a finite existence within the infinite. If the former, it must,
as another infinite, destroy the mfinitu.d.e of the Absolute itself. Shan-
kar 2 says that a plurality would imply substances exclusive of each.
other, and thus the Self would itself become limited. If it is a finite
existence within the infinite, it would be superfluous to the conception
of the Absolute, as Maimonides might says. It may be truth for us,
but not for all possible intelligences. It is not a necessary truth.
Thus starting with Self (Afman) in our search, for the reality, we
come back to self (Atman) in the end. The individual soul thus re-
gains its heritage at last.
1 See Shankar's Gloss on Ved. Sufcr.     3 Ibid. p. 180.
II 2, 11; S. B. E. Vol. 84, p. 381.          3 g^ ,^.

